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Edition of the Atharvaveda (Saunaka) for comparative 
philologists 

(presentation of a work in progress) I 

THOMAS KRISCH 

1. OutIine of the project 

Th is paper presents an outline and a sampie of a project in which an edition of the Atharvaveda 
(Saunaka-recension), henceforth"A VS", is prepared for comparative philologistsand also for linguists. 
Since the Atharvaveda is considered to be one of the oldest Vedic texts it is of great importance for 
Indo-European studies. From my teaching experience I know that students of linguistics and compara
tive philology hesitate to deal with Sanskrit texts in Devanägari. Thus there is a need (at least in the 
Western world) for editions in transliteration.2 

My original plan was modest: Iwanted to provide an edition similar to Aufrecht's handling of 
the l}gveda ("RV"; Aufrecht 1968= 1877), i. e. a transliteration of the hymns and parts of the Padapä!ha 
10 facilitate recognition of sandhi phenomena. Now, after having transcribed most of Rothl Whitneyl 
Lindenau's (1966=1924) (,,RIWhIL") edition I have discovered that a similar task had already been 
undertaken in Italy by Orlandi (1991), who has edited a transliterated version of Vishva Bandhu's 
(1960-62) edition ("VB"). 

Thus I have changed my plan. Though RlWhIL remain to be the basis for my edition I include 
references to VB where he differs from them. I also mark all emendations and conjectures by putting 
the emended word between stars (*) so that it is immediately clear to the reader that the offered text 
between stars is not original and therefore cannot be used confidentially for linguistic analyses. In 
these cases important manuscript readings as presented in VB and Shankar Pandurang Pandit (1989 = 
1895-1898) ("SPP") are given in footnotes. If I do not follow emendations and conjectures of RlWh/L 
or VB but adhere to the text actually given in manuscripts I try to give an explicit translation in a 
footnote. 

Furthermore my edition cites parallel passages, especially if they appear in the Paippläda-recen
sion and in the l}gveda. Help in the recognition of sandhi and metrical explanations are also standard 
features of the edition. Since I am doing my transcriptions with the aid of the computer I also plan to 
include a diskette or CD in ASCII-format with the pure text. 

In order to reach a broader public the language ofthe explanations ofmy edition will be English. 

2. Some technical details of the edition 

a) Questions concerning the transcription 

There is a certain problem when transcribing Anusvära and Anunäsika, since the Atharvaveda 
Pratisäkhya (',APr.") does not know the term Anusvära. As one may see under (1a) and (lb), the APr. 
acknowledges only nasal consonants and nasal vowels, terming both "anunäsika". 

I I owe special thanks to Deborah Fölsche-Forrow for checking the correctness of my English. A prior version of this 
paper was presented at the 10th World Sanskrit Conference in Bangalore, India (1997). I thank Professor Meid for 
encouragement of my project and for his intention to publish my edition of the Atharvaveda in his "Innsbrucker Beiträ
ge zur Sprachwissenschaft". It is a pleasure for me to present this paper to him for his Festschrift. 

This need for editions of Vedic texts in transliteration is also documented in Van Nooten's and HoIland's 1994 edition 
of the Rigveda in transcription with metrical readings. 
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(1) a) APr. 1,11 uttama anunasikal; "the last ones (ofthe eonsonantal series) are nasals (respee
tively) ('anunasika- ')". (= n, !I, fi, n and m) cf. k, kh, g, gh, n; {, (h, rJ, rJh, t;t; c ch,j,jh, ii ete. 
in the alphabet. 
b) APr. 1,67 nakaramakarayor lope pürvasyanunasikal; "at the loss ofn and m the preeeding 
(sound) gets nasal character ('anuntisika- ')". 

In my edition I follow the normalized spelling as stated by the late Karl Hoffmann: "m Anunäsika: . 
Vedic before r, S, e, s, h (and in Sandhi -äm instead of -än); I?! Anusvära; beforey, v, (Iater than Vedic 
also before r, S, ~, s, h) and (as an aid for reading) also instead of a homorganic nasal in front of 
plosives at the morpheme boundary between members of a eompound and in external sandhi."J The 
existing Devanagari-editions (R1WhfL, VB and SPP) tend to use the Anunasika very rarely. 

b) So me details about met ries 

I call the pada "verse" and the c "stanza". The basic metre(s) of the respective hymn are quoted and 
then there is a section of "metrical readings", i. e. readings that do not appear as such in the text. 
Mainly these readings are restitution of syllables through dissolution of extern al sandhi between 
vowels and through word internal semivowel resolution. For example Nr. (2) (Anu~!ubh): 

(2) AVS 19,2,1: 
Seil?! ta apo haimavatfl; 
Seim u te santütsylil; 1 
"Well-being to you (be) the waters from the snowy mountains, and well-being be to you the 
ones from the fountains" 

Here the metrical resolution santu utsiyäl; will appear in the section "metrical readings". 

In quite a number of cases an exact interpretation is difficult and also the native tradition (anu
krama!lf) is sometimes quite unclear (at least to me). Thus, all proposed metrical readings in my ed ition 
are provisional, partly also the basic metres. They only serve for discussion and are not intended to be 
a thorough special metrical analysis. Van Nooten and Holland (1994) demonstrate with material taken 
from the J3.gveda how many possibilities there may be to resolve sandhis and change semivowels into 
vowels. 

(3) Holland, Van Nooten 1994, pg. ix: (Tri~!ubh with uneommon eadence) 

(4) 

RV 5,33,2d: vakeo abhi praryal; sa~i janän "you shall drive (here), you shall be superior to 
the strangers, the tribes." 
possible metrical resolutions 
';!.-v-v- - - vv", vakyo abhi pra aryal; sa~ijanan 
",_v_ -v- - vv';!. va~o abhf prariyal.z sa~f janän 

Such cases also appear in the A VS: 

AVS 19,2,4: 
apam aha 'divyanäm" 
apam srotasyanäm 1 
apam aha pra/}I§jane 
'sva bhavatha väjinal.z 1/4// 
"Of the waters indeed from the sky, of the waters from the streams, in the forth-washing 
indeed of the waters, ye become vigorous horses" (Translation by Whitney (\984=1905) 
(="Wh. transl."». 

Hoffmann 1976, pg. 655 (my translation). 

Accent emended with VB and R/WhiL. Mss.: divyanäm. 
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Let us have a look at the first line (an Anu~!ubh-line) apam aha *divyanäm*, which is a 7 syllable line 
when read as prose. Metrically interpreted this line can be read either as apiim aha *divyanaam * 
(chosen in my edition) or as apam aha *dividnäm* or as apaam aha *divyiinäm*. 

The internal structure ofthe metres is more irregular in the AVS than in the RV. If one compares e. g. 
AVS 19,6 with its original "model", RV 10,90, there are obvious discrepancies in the cadences of the 
verses. This hymn is composed in the metre Anu~!ubh throughout. This metre has as a rule a iambic 
cadence (v,,",). This rule is obeyed in the RV examples in (5) a) and (6) a) but not in their A VS 
paralleis (5) b) and (6) b) which show a trochaeic cadence: 

(5) a) RV 10,90,4: tripiid ürdhva "cf ait p"ru~a[t ("with three feet Purua went up turned 

vs. 
b) 

upwards"); with regular iambic cadence (last !wo syllabies): (_v)v,,",.6 

AVS 19,6,2: tribhi[t padbhir dyiim arohat ("with three feet he [seil. Puru~a, T. K.] 
ascended to the sky") with (rare) trochaeic cadence: -v- ,,",.7 

(6) a) RV 10,90,3: euivän asya mahimii ("such is his [seil. the one ofPuru~a] greatness" with 
(regular) iambic cadence (last !wo syllabies): (vv)v,,",. 

vs. 
b) AVS 19,6,3: tiivanto asya' mahimiinas ("So many are his [scil. the ones ofPuru~a, T. K.] 

greatnesses") with (rare) trochaeic cadence (last !wo syllabies): (vv) -",. 

c) The form of the text: 

There are numerous difficulties with the text as presented in the edition of RlWhlL. It is difficult and 
very time-consuming to find out what actually reflect the manuscripts and what is emended by the 
editors. One has to look into Whitney's translation or into other Devanägari-editions like the one of 
VB to get an idea. My edition in contrast aims to be self-explaining, i. e. it should be clear already at 
first sight what is a manuscript reading and what is emended. Another look at (4) shows that 
*divyiinäm * is between two asterisks, which means that there is an emendation which is explained in 
footnote 4 as being one of accent in contrast to the manuscripts. The footnote alsosays that I am 
following VB imd RlWh/L here. . . 

The target group of this edition are students of comparartive philology and so great care is taken 
that details ofthe translation are made clear. Thus, when I differ from the text which forms the basis 
of Whitney's translation, I try to translate it in a footnote. Whitney's translation uses quite often other 
emendations than his own text, the text in RlWhlL. 

To illustrate the points I have just made, consider Whitney's text (in RlWhlL) of AVS 19,4, I: 

(7) A VS 19,4, I: yiim iihutilJl prathamtim atharväyeje yayä havyam ak[l;oj jätavedä[t 1 tiilJl te etiilJl 
pratham6 johavimi havi~kfto vahatu havyam agnir agnaye svtihä 11 

In his translation Whitney keeps distance to his own text and writes "our äyeje in a is indefensible": 

If one compares RlWhlL's text in (7) with Whitney's translation ofthe AVS 19,4,1 in (8) one quickly 
realizes that there are discrepances especially in the last verse. 

6 

7 

ürdhva ut must be metrieally read as ürdhv6d. 

Aeeording to the statisties in Van Nooten! Holland (1994, pg -xvii-) the last !wo syllables ofthe verse are iambie (v;,) 
in 2881 (from 3136) Anu~lubh-verses in the RV. 

Aecording to the statisties in Van Nooten! Holland 1994, pg. -xvii- there are only 42 Anuubh-verses in the RV with a 
double troehaeus in the eadenee (out of3136 AnuHubh verses).!t is also very rare that there is a trochaeic cadence in 
the last !wo verses (- ><)(in 317 out of3136 Anu~lubh-verses in the RV). , 
For asya read 'sya. 

9 
Wh. transI., voL 2, pg. 90 I. 
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Wh. trans!., vo!. 2, pg. 90 I: What oblation (ahuli) Atharvan sacrificed first, with what one 
Jätavedas made an offering, that same do I first call loudly for thee; gratified with that, let 
Agni carry the offering; hai! to Agni. 

If one wants to translate havi~kfto vahatu havyam agnir this would be something like "made into an 
offering Agni shall carry the offering." Whitney's translation is: "gratified with that, let Agni carry 
the offering". As he himself states in the translation,IO this implies tayä trpt6 "gratified with that", and 
he calls the whole slanza a make-shift. Nothing ofthis can be deduced fromRJWhlL's edition (cf. (7) 
above). My edition tries to be very near to the manuscript readings and aims at stating immediately 
the fact when I have altered something. 

(9) presents my text (in this case without emendations) with a translation." One sees at a glance how 
much this text differs from Whitney's admitted make-shift, but one also can perceive the effort to get 
a comprehensible text. 

(9) AVS 19,4,1: 

yam ahuli,!! prathamam atharvä ya 
jätaya havyam ak[l.lOj jätavedä/:ll 
ta'!! ta eta'!! pratham6 johavlmi 
tabhi ~!upt6 vahatu havyam agnzr 
agnaye svahä 11111 

Which oblation, which (is) for the progeny, the Atharvan sacrifices as oblation as the 
first one (and) Jätavedas (sacrifices as oblation), that same I as the first one call for you 
repeatedly. Praised with these (sacrifices) Agni shall carry the offering. Hail to Agni! 

3. Sampie hymn 

I choose AVS 19,4 as an example which shows all the features of my edition mentioned above (cf. 
(10». Of course, not every hymn needs such extensive commentaries. 

(10) AVS 19,4: 

yäm ähutil]1 prathamäm ätharvä yäl2 

10 Wh. transI., vol. 2, pg. 901: "This version represents neither ofthe edited texts, nor the mss., nor the comm. but is a 
pure make-shift. SPP reads in a-b atharvä yli jä/Ii yd h-, and at the beginning of d tiibhi e{upt6 v- ... ; what stupta~ ... 
should be supposed to be is a complete mystery ... the translation implies eje (ä-lje) or something eguivalent; in d it im
plies tayä trpt6 v- ... We ought to have in • likütim ["wish" T. K.] as in the following verses, but it is not easy to recon
struct thc verse so as to match that emendation." 

11 The full translation is given here for the purpose of illustration only. In my edition only the parts which differ from 
Whitney are translated (cf. the third part ofthis paper where 1 have taken the hymn as a sampie). 

12 Difficult passage; RlWhIL do a lot of emendations and conjections here (cf. Wh. transI., vol. 2, pg. 90 I: "This version 
[seil. the text as presented by Whitney in his translation T. K.] represents neither ofthe edited texts, nor the mss., nor 
the comm., but is a pure make-shift". SäY3l)a's ( .. Säy") comment: dviliyayä luk, which means "missing morpheme for 
the aceusative", he thus thinks of yii as being an ace. yäm. He explains: yäm atharva~ii dalläm ähutif!/jiitaya priidur
bhütiiya devaga~äya havyiim hotuf!/ dätum arhiif!/ yathiibhiigaf!/ kalpanlyäm akr~ot akarot "wh ich oblation for the 
progeny, given by the Atharvan in favour ofthe floek of gods brought into light (by him), he made worthy as one to be 
sacrificed to perform an oblation, as one to be arranged aecording to the share." [the last word, akarot, is only a gloss 
for Vedic akr~ot (5th class present) with the same verbal root, kar, but in the 8th present-class as usual in classical 
Sanskrit, T. K.]. As cited, Säy. emends also to havyiim. We do not make conjections and emendations, but we consider 
havyam akr~oj as apo koinu. Our translation would be about this: "Wh ich oblation, which is for the progeny, the Athar
van sacrifices as oblation as the first one (and) Jätavedas (sacrifices as oblation), ... " (Agni, whose epithet is Jätavedas, 
is also described as sacrificing (cf. e. g. Geldner 1957, pg. 23 f.). 
if one takes my text, which is identical to that represented in the manuscripts, there is one strange thing about it: The 
relative pronoun is situated at the end of the verse and thus causes an enjambement ("run-on line"). In present day lite-
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jätfrya 13 havyam akp:loj jätavedäl} / 
täl1114 taetäl11 pratham6 johavlmi 
til.bhi 15 ~lupt616 vahatu havyam agnfr 
agnaye svil.hä //11/ 
il.kütil11 devfffi subhagäl11 pur6 dadhe 
cittasya mätä suhavä no astu / 
yäm äSil.m 'emi,17 kevall sä me astu 
*videyam*18 enäl11 manasi prävi~läm //2// 
äkütyä no brhaspata 
äkütyä na upil. gähi / 
alho bhägasya no dhehy 
atho nal) suhävo bhava /1311 
brhaspatir ma äkütim 
ängirasal) 19 präti jänätu vil.cam etäm I 

183 

rature that is familiar to me enjambements are partly the expression of political programs of poets (e. g. the "making 
unfamiliar" ("Verfremdung") ofthe Gennan poet Brecht, whieh causes the readerto be interrupted in his enjoying the 
poem, in order to get a political mesage, e. g. Brecht 1973, pg. 62 f., from the poem "Nachdenken über die Hölle" 
("pondering about hell") 1941: "Auch in der Hölle! Gibt es, . .1 ... ZUge von Autosl Leichter als ihr eigener Schatten, 
schneller alsl Törichte Gedanken, schimmernde Fahrzeuge, in denenl Rosige Leute, von nirgendher kommend, nir
gendhin fahren." ("Also in hell there are ../.. rows of carsl Lighter than their own shade, coming from nowhere, faster 
than! Silly thoughts, glittering vehicles, in whichl Rosy people, coming from nowhere, are travelling nowhere"). Partly 
only an increase of alertness is intended, as probably in the following poem by Rainer Maria Rilke (Rilke 1973, pg. 
123), the 8th elegy ofDuino: "Denn nah am Tod sieht man den Tod nicht mehrl und starrt hinaus, vielleicht mit großem 
Tierblick.l Liebende, wäre nicht der andere, der! die Sieht verstellt, sind nah daran und staunen . ../" ("For one does not 
see death any more if one is near deathl one stares out, perhaps with a big glance of an animal.l Loving persons, were 
not the other whol stands in the sight, are near to it and are amazed"). The uncommon concept of love in this poem by 
Rilke is fonnulated more clearly in his novel "Malte Laurids Brigge". As I have stated elsewhere (Krisch 1979, pg. 62), 
"Iove" in "Malte Laurids Brigge" is at its best if both partners shine through each other without taking possession of 
one another. 
Cf. also Shakespeare Sonnet 115: "Those lines that I before have weit do lie, I Even those that said I could not love you 
dearer:1 Yet then my judgement knew no reason whyl my most full flame should afterwards bum clearer." 

13 RIWhIL make a conjecture: alharväyeje yaya h"; Wh. transl. vol. 2, pg. 90 I presupposes a conjecture eje (a + ije); VB 
with many manuscripts atharvä y6jil/6y6 h"; we with mss. B, K, V and Säy. 

14 Refers back to ylim dhulim; cf. also the next footnote. 

15 The pronoun tdbhi (PI. Inst.) refers to both sacrifices, the one ofthe Atharvan and the other of Jätavedas. For the sandhi 
(loss ofauslauting original s before s + voiceless stop) cf. Wackemagel 1978 = 1896, pg. 342. 

16 RlWhIL conjecture havi,krlo (instead of tlibhi elupI6). Wh. transl. vol. 2 pg. 901 presupposes a conjecture ofthe same 
text to layä trpto. VB with mss., like in our text. I analyse the fonn elup/o as PPP of s/ubh- "praise" with analogical 
treatment ofthe auslauting consonant against Bartholomae's law, cf. Waci<emagel 1978=1896, pg. 127 and pg. 132. 
There is a sound-Iaw which makes p < 'bh before an s e. g. Mbhasti (3rd sg. pres) "consumes" vs. Mpsati (3rd pI. 
pres.). In the case of s/ubh- there are no fonns attested with morphemes which start with an s, hut they are possible from 
the point of view of the language system (the verb has a root present, all endings starting with s would have a p at the 
end of the root). There is another context where aspiration is lost: The absolute end of the word (cf. e. g. Thumb
I-Iauschild 1958, pg. 317). Here the model (aU forms not attested by aceident) after whieh an analogy is possible could 
be an injunctive present 2nd sg.: 's/op < 's/obhzh (Bar/h%mae) < 's/obh-s or a 3rd sg. inj. pres. 's/op < 'slobhdh 
(Bartholomae) < 's/obh-I or a 2ndl3rd sg. imperfeet 'as/oP respectively (already in the RV there are attestations of 
presents of this verb in the 2nd present class). By such an analogically remodeUed form of the PPP (to SIUpIG- in our 
lext instead of the expected slubdha-) the morphology appears as less opaque, because the morpheme -10- appears 
unaltered. But: This analogy cannot be old and is most probably sporadie. The regular PPP of s/ubh- in Vedie is fonmed 
morphologieaUy opaque (slubdha-). The Padapä!ha-mss. (Op and L) show srup/a, a word whieh is unclear to me. 
Concerning the anlauting sandhi in ,{upIG for s/upM cf. Wackernagel 1978=1896 pg. 237. 

17 Accent emended with RlWhIL and VB. Mss.: emi. 

I!! Accent emended with RlWhIL and VB. Mss.: videyam. 

19 Another name for Bthaspäti. 
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yasya devä deviitäl) sa'11babhüvul) 
sii supriiQitäl)20 kämo iinv etv asmlln //4// 

19,4,2-4 cf. AVP2 19,24,7-9 

Resolution of sandhi: 19,4, I: älqQot; te; prathamal); täbhil); stuptiil); agnil).l9,4,2: puräl); nal); 19,4,3: 
nal); brhaspate; nal) upa 11; atha u; nal); dhehi; iitha u; suhäval). 19,4,4: bthaspatil); me; deväl); säl); 
kllmal) iinu etu. 
metrical explanations: 19,4,1: Tri~tubh, the fifth verse is an added exclamation in my opinion; 19,4,2: 
Tri~!ubh, but first verse: Jagati with iambie eadenee and 12 syllabIes; 19,4,3: AnuHubh; 19,4,4: 8,12 
(Jagati-verse), 11, II (Tri~!ubh-verses). Metrieal readings: 19,4,1: havyllkrQoj; 19,4,2: yllsäm; 19,4,4: 
vllcaitllm. 

Let us take a short look at this sampIe hymn. In the text all emendations are marked between asterisks, 
for instanee in 19,4,2 verse 3 the aeeent in emi. There are footnotes to the text which relate to the 
making of the text and espeeially also to linguistic problems. One such example is footnote 16. Here I 
try to explain the participle stuplO as coming from the root stubh-, though it is an evident violation of 
Bartholomae's law. 

At the end of (10) under the text there is information about parallel readings, esp. in the Paippalada
version. I have to adhere to Barret's (1906- I 940) and Bhattaeharyya 's (1964; 1970) editions, as long 
as Michaet Witzel (Harvard) has not published his text." 

As a further standard feature of the edition I provide resolutions of sandhi and metrieal explanations. 
In these metrical explanations the basic metre(s) is (are) mentioned (as e. g. Tri~!ubh, Jagati etc.) and 
metrieal readings are proposed. 

The projected date of publication of my edition is the year 2005. 
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